Some words about WRT Water Release Therapy®
Increased levels of body awareness … a new found joy in experiencing the body.
One can experience new movement and open up neural pathways.
We can open up to a different sense of movement that we can then bring on land.

Teaches us new listening skills (Deeper Listening), opening up our 6th. Sense.
We learn to use our body as an antenna, particularly as WRT Provider/Practitioner/ Therapist/
Instructor.
Anatomically there are two ways to breathe. WRT Trains the one that teaches us how to relax and
balances our breathing mechanisms. Parasympathetic nervous system.
WRT Works with held emotions effortlessly and organically.
The WRT Therapist learns to trust the innate wisdom of the client to heal themselves … this translates
into trusting ourselves as well.
The water massages us in places that we can’t touch in regular massage … it is touching us everywhere
at once.
We can access healing in different ways than on land.
People learn how to breathe and it’s the easiest way to teach people how to relax their breathing.
Water touches us everywhere at once, physically, emotionally, mentally and spiritually.
If we can embrace the hologram concept that we know everything there is to know already, the water
serves to open up the channels that bring back the memory of our essential nature. (Primordial, and
significant in its familiarity of Oneness)
We can reconnect with the womb experience, the divine and remember union. Yoga = to yolk.
The water is the container for remembering our own liquid nature and cosmic intelligence. It actually
has memory and whatever it flows over (i.e.) crystals, rocks, human body), it changes its molecular
structure. The water is a metaphor for containing all knowing.
The water offers surrender to the unexpected without expectation…. Opens us to the unknown on all
levels.
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The water frees up the timeframe, which makes things appear solid and permanent. (“There is such a
striving towards permanency / solidity and what is known, but the only constant is change. Nothing is
really solid including any blockages we may have. When they come to the surface, they dissolve. The
water is always changing and flowing and reminds us to be the same way.”)
Cosmic laughter attunement
Heart joy; tingling, ecstatic full-body/being orgasm.
Slow motion
It works simply because it is different than the environment we’re used to … “like taking a vacation”, or
like brushing our teeth with the opposite hand than we are accustomed to.
Physical disorientation.
We feel things we never felt before … understanding of what life is … gets a new twist.

Some more thoughts about WRT Water Release Therapy® and how it is different
from other forms of healing:
Relationship between the client and practitioner is very different, because the water is the facilitator …
WRT is about the client’s relationship with the water … practitioner is the catalyst in concert with the
water/facilitator.
The body is so much freer.
We experience physical freedom and go deeper spiritually because of the breath and falling into the
gaps between breathes. Accessing the unconscious realms. The body is a physical manifestation of the
psychological realm. It facilitates releasing blocks as a path to spirit.
Energy knows how to unwind to connect with the source of life. In WRT we are free to move with the
unconscious. The water allows it to happen and the practitioner supports this process.
Unlike with bodywork on land (e.g. Shiatsu), the gap between the inhale and exhale is very long in the
water. When energy changes from expansion to contraction, we can become very aware of this
moment between. … Between breath... between life and death.
This moment of stillness echoes back to us when we are quietly present with it.
It just feels good.
We are surrendering to our own rhythm... to the water... to our own energy.
Activates emotional release held in the joints, tissues, organs, fluids.
Frees us up intellectually, creativity becomes more apparent, more effortlessly accessed.
Waking dream state, easy to discover states of ‘Meditation’
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Closest thing to floating in the universe … Gravity doesn’t allow us to experience this so we feel freer on
all levels when we are in the water, warm water.
We learn to surrender
Holding patterns melt
Neurological balancing and fine tuning of the nervous system.
People who have suffered strokes are able to walk in a more coordinated manner after a WRT Session.
Balances left and right brain hemispheres and Corpus Callosum.
Because the water places pressure on the body, its massaging action releases emotional memory stored
in the cells.
The pressure and flow of the water massages the lymphatic system.
The body remembers a state of homeostasis and wellbeing that was present before injury or trauma.
We experience safety in a bigger sense. If you discover safety in the water, it can translate in safety in
the world... the universe.
Can heal water trauma … near drowning experiences etc.
“Freest physical experience known to human/animal” We cannot move the body this way on land.
Can establish new levels of trust on a personal and universal level
… An invitation to be Present.
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